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DATE: December 3, 2009 
 
TO:  Scott McDonell, Chair 
  Dane County Board of Supervisors 
 
FROM: Kathleen M. Falk 
  Dane County Executive 
 
RE:  Zoning Petition #10082 – Town of Springfield (Springfield Highlands LLC) 
 
 
 
I am vetoing Zoning Petition #10082 in the Town of Springfield, which would provide the 
rezoning for Springfield Highlands LLC to develop a 10-unit subdivision in the area of 
Springfield Corners. 
 
My veto decision and rationale will be, I hope, familiar to you and reflect a reasonable, 
consistent approach to the implementation of town and county plans that we have begun over 
four years ago.  Two years ago, when I approved another small subdivision in the Town of 
Springfield (the Crook subdivision; see, attached, my message to the Board of 12/20/07), I noted 
that I would only approve rural subdivisions in those towns which are making clear, 
documentable progress in designing and implementing their planned activities to preserve 
farmland.  In the implementation of town and county plans, towns should be as energetic in 
preserving farmland as they are in approving subdivisions.  The two activities should be related.  
For example, with reference to Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) Programs, subdivisions 
are often the best receiving areas for such transfers. 
 
Springfield’s preferred approach to improving farmland preservation is TDR.  When I approved 
the Crook petition on the basis of the work the Town was undertaking vis-à-vis TDR, the Town 
was engaging a consultant and planned adoption of a TDR program by early summer of 2008.  
Now, at the end of 2009, with another subdivision pending, the TDR plan has yet to receive the 
approval of Springfield’s Plan Commission and has not been acted on by the Town Board.  In 
my judgment, Springfield should make more substantial progress on its TDR program before the 
County approves any more subdivisions.  Given the current market situation and the difficulties 
and complexities of a TDR program, Springfield cannot be expected to have fully implemented a 
TDR program.  However, it is reasonable for the Town to have the framework of a TDR program 
approved and in place. 
 
I understand the Town’s desire to redevelop and improve Springfield Corners as the town center 
and the developers’ plans for the subdivision as a major step in that improvement.  This veto 
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does not signal my opposition to either.  Instead, I believe that deciding on and adopting the 
TDR program will possibly direct more development to the town center and will, at the least, 
clarify whether this subdivision should serve as a receiving area. 
 
The concerns and goals I am acting on with this veto have been clearly and publicly expressed 
for some time.  In addition to the Crook memorandum (cited above), my memorandum of 
5/19/05 regarding approval of a large Windsor subdivision covered many of the same points with 
the advisory that “There is a strong possibility that I will veto such petitions [rural subdivisions] 
unless and until a Town can show that it is implementing some program to afford a significant 
degree of protection for its agricultural preservation area” (page 2).  In August of 2008, I joined 
with then-ZLR Chair John Hendrick and Board Chair Scott McDonell in warning that rural 
subdivisions would be problematic in several circumstances, one of which was if the subdivision 
was “… proposed before a town begins to implement its farmland protection plan.”  Planning & 
Development staff have been careful to notify local officials and developers of these warnings; 
with regard to this petition, the staff report documents that the concerns cited in the Crook 
memorandum were clearly introduced into the consideration of Zoning Petition #10082. 
 
Our planning staff reports that, as of two weeks ago, there are about 44 lots for sale in 
Springfield so this veto does not prevent the Town from adding residents in the foreseeable 
future.  As I made clear when I discussed the Crook subdivision, the Town is free to choose 
other means of improving farmland preservation if it decides not to pursue TDR. 
 
Thank you. 
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